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We accept
every challenge.
COMPANY

1996

2001

Foundation of the plant in Transfer to the city of
the city of Cavour (TO)
Campiglione Fenile (TO)

Aspotec designs and manufactures products printed on cold

mq 300

mq 750

workshop, the production department, the logistics

2010

2013

department and customer care.

Expansion of the factory

Transfer to the city of San
Secondo di Pinerolo (TO)

mq 1.000

mq 2.700

The thirty-year know-how acquired on the design and

2015

Today

prototyping of printed products is today one of the

■ New mold production
Aspotec grows every
department
day, along with its
■ New external warehouse

sheet metal, guaranteeing the highest quality results thanks
to the coordinated work of the engineering department, the

Over the years the company has dedicated itself to various
sectors and has adapted its plants and its work to customer
requests, ensuring maximum flexibility.

company's strengths.

Customers.

mq 3.500

www.aspotec.it

DESIGN / TOOLING

PRODUCTION
The

strong

QUALITY

predisposition

to

continuous

Compliance with the IATF 16949: 2016 and

improvement and the high attention to

UNI EN ISO 9001: 2015 standards, as well as

performance make the production department

the systematic checks carried out by the

the place where the company synergies

customers, reflect the company's desire to

converge, thanks to which ambitious objectives

achieve the highest level of quality

have been achieved.

management.

Thanks to the high specialization of its staff, Aspotec is able to design, engineer, build and repair

The company fully exploits its potential and for

Aspotec considers the communication process

step, transfer and simultaneous molds in order to provide a complete and satisfactory service for the

this it is able to satisfy ever more demanding

as a key factor to ensure a positive relationship

customer's needs.

market demands in technical terms, quality and

with customers, so as to monitor and update

The design of CADCAM and 3D software, the prototyping and the construction of pilot / pre-series

punctual deliveries.

the quality performance and the level of service.

molds allow the company to cover a wide range of technical needs.

Technologies like simultaneous, progressive and

The ISO 9001: 2015 certification is also a

Aspotec, in a totally autonomous way, deals with every project phase with the competence, the

transfered molds give Aspotec the possibility to

fundamental requirement for suppliers of raw

preparation and the technological structure suitable to reach the maximum precision in the

work

materials and outsourced processes.

production of sheet metal moldings.

productive sectors, for example, cars, white

for

active

customers

goods, industrial and heating.

in

different

“

The efficiency of our organizational structure
and the ability to adapt to the continuous
evolution of the sector allow us to face
market demands in a competitive way.

“

From the idea to the project,
from the prototype to the mass production.

